SUPERINTENDENT FOREWORD
When our schools closed on March 13th, 2020, we knew then we were entering an ever-shifting, brave new world in education. We quickly pivoted to a full
remote teaching and learning experience. Our faculty and staff, students, and families adjusted the best that they could to a new landscape and the
unknown. Although adapting to a new terrain was far from perfect, our community spirit and collective efforts were guided by the “educating for excellence”
embedded in our district mission and vision. We endured despite the unusual challenges, unforeseen obstacles, and changing developments. We can all
agree on one overarching lesson we learned as a community: We put forward our best, and we remained and grew stronger together.
Our community faces another call to action: Reopening Schools for the 2020-2021 school year. This will not be easy, and we all must lean into the
adjustments of impermanent, shifting norms. But I politely ask that you join me in moving forward together. With our focus on our students, on educating for
excellence, we put forward this Operational Reopening Schools Plan based on the Adapt, Advance, Achieve: Connecticut’s Plan to Learn and Grow
Together, the State of Connecticut plan, which requires school districts to construct their own individual plans based on identified requirements and
guidance. Our Operational Plan responds to the state plan. Our Griswold administrative team aimed to craft a document that was as specific as possible and
quite dynamic, knowing that conditions could very well change, at any moment, due to local public health data and state mandates.
It goes without saying that this plan is by no means a solo effort. Our Operational Plan integrates the thinking, experiences, and input from many individuals,
for whom I am more than grateful. This includes our supportive Griswold Board of Education: Mary Beth Malin, Chairperson; Yvonne Palasky, Vice
Chairperson; Joyce Rice, Secretary; Stuart R. Norman, Jr.; Martin Osga; and Shannon Webster. The Griswold Public Schools Administrative Team remains
deeply committed to our students and to sharing an authentic plan that makes sense for Griswold, and so I thank each of you: Joseph Bordeau, Griswold
Elementary School Principal; Christopher Champlin, Director of Special Education; Jim Collins, Director of Security; Stephen Cravinho, Director of Athletics &
Campus-Wide Activities; Jill Curioso, Director of Technology; Glenn LaBossiere, Griswold Middle School Principal; Jackie Love, Griswold Elementary School
Assistant Principal; Marceline Macrino; Griswold High School Associate Principal; Thomas O’Connor, Director of Food Services; Erin Palonen, Griswold High
School Principal; Susan Rourke, Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment; Alisha Stripling, Business Manager; Thomas Verville, Director of
Facilities; and Louis Zubek, Griswold Middle School Assistant Principal. Our First Selectman, Todd Babbitt, continues to support our schools in all
endeavors—and I thank you. All members of our School Reopening Work Group and sub-committees: Thank you for your continuous contributions during a
very unsettling time. To assist in the enterprise of critical thinking, I joined a group of regional “thought partners” who came together in mid-March to provide
support, to road-test ideas, to consider multiple angles regarding school reopening, and to challenge one another in mutually beneficial ways. I thank both the
full-time and part-time participants of our Friday afternoon think-tank, which includes: Rebecca Adams, Attorney; Mary Anne Butler, Assistant Superintendent,
Stonington Public Schools; Patrick McCormack, Director of Uncas Health District; Daniel Murphy, Attorney for the Griswold Board of Education; Elizabeth
Osga, Retired Superintendent, NESDEC, Staff Associate, and Connecticut Center for School Change, Staff Associate; Laurie Pallin, Superintendent,
Montville Public Schools; Katie Roy, Executive Director, Connecticut State and School Finance Project; State Senator Heather Somers; and Roy Seitsinger,
Superintendent, Preston Public Schools. Last but not least, I sincerely thank all the students and families of Griswold for their resilience, their involvement,
and their heartfelt, continued support.
We hope you find this plan helpful, as we shift forward together, united in being “Griswold, Wolverine Strong.”
Respectfully yours,

Sean P. McKenna,
Superintendent of Schools
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS’ SIGNATURE PAGE
This plan has been provided for review by the Griswold Board of Education; Town of Griswold, First Selectman, Todd Babbitt; and Patrick
McCormack, Director of Uncas Health District. All feedback provided by the aforementioned partners has been addressed and integrated into
this plan.
The Griswold Board of Education voted to adopt this plan, Version 1.0, on July 22nd, 2020. Because of the changing conditions regarding public
health with respect to the COVID-19 Pandemic, this plan will warrant necessary and frequent review and revision. Therefore, it is important to
note that the Griswold Board of Education and Town of Griswold will be informed of necessary changes as soon as possible. Uncas Health
District will be informed. All faculty, staff, and parents will be notified once changes have been made. Subsequent versions of this plan will be
publicized on the Griswold Public Schools website. Based upon the authority given by the Board of Education to the Superintendent in Griswold
Public Schools Policy 6114.8: Pandemic/Epidemic Emergencies, the Superintendent is authorized to make changes to this plan when
necessary.
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A READER’S GUIDE TO OUR OPERATIONAL PLAN
When this operational plan was designed, we kept the following elements in mind:
1. We wanted to align the document, as best as we could, to the State of Connecticut, Department of Education plan, Adapt, Advance,
Achieve: Connecticut’s Plan to Learn and Grow Together. At the top of many of the pages, you will note a title/heading, followed by a colon,
and then a page reference number; this will help the reader see how we address each component of the state plan. This will allow
readers to toggle between our document and the state’s document to see how we operationalized sections, contextualized the state plan
to fit Griswold, and created a parallel alignment between both documents.
2. This Operational Plan will have many versions, as there are understandable changes that unfold on a weekly if not daily basis based on
the requirements and updates provided by the State of Connecticut, the Connecticut State Department of Education, and the Uncas
Health District. We will modify the document as quickly as we can.
3. This document will be stored on our Griswold Public Schools, School Reopening 2020-2021 website. So there will be many hyperlinks
within the document that can link you to other documents. Consider the document a portal that will lead you to other sites with more
information. Should you see text that is blue and underlined, that is a hyperlink to another document/website.
4. We encourage all community members to review the plan, especially our students.
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OPERATIONAL PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Griswold Public Schools established a comprehensive process to construct this plan. Part of this development includes integrated collective
feedback from many stakeholders, which include the Griswold Board of Education, faculty and staff, community partners, and our Reopening
Schools Work Group. This feedback collection and integration will take place prior to the CSDE submission deadline of July 24, 2020. A
summary of our vetting process is included below:
DATES
Tuesday, June 30th

PROCESS STEPS

Wednesday, July 15th

●

The administrative team reviews and analyzes Adapt, Advance, Achieve: Connecticut’s Plan to Learn and Grow
Together.
The administrative team compiles information, gathers information and data, and drafts the district plan.

Thursday, July 16th

●

Special Griswold Board of Education Policy meeting to review recommended policies needed to support operational plan.

Thursday, July 16th

●

Special Griswold Board of Education meeting to review draft of plan for feedback and consideration.

Friday, July 17th

●
●
●
●
●
●

Submit Draft Plan for feedback to First Selectman, Todd Babbitt, and Griswold Emergency Response Team.
Submit Draft Plan for feedback to Patrick McCormack, Director of Uncas Health.
Email Draft Plan to Faculty/Staff/Parents for feedback and review.
Submit Draft Plan to Tuition Partner Districts: Canterbury, Lisbon, Norwich, Preston, Sprague, and Voluntown.
Post Plan to School Reopening Website for review by the entire Griswold Community.
Post Public Forum Schedule for the following week.

Friday, July 17th

●

Faculty and Staff Virtual Forums
o 11 am & 1pm

Monday, July 20th

●
●

Discuss Plan & Feedback with School Reopening Work Group
Virtual Public Forums to discuss and review plan with faculty and staff, students, parents, and community members:
o 4pm & 6pm

Tuesday, July 21st

● Virtual Public Forums to discuss and review with faculty and staff, students, parents, and community members:
o 4pm & 6pm

Wednesday, July
22nd

● Special Griswold Board of Education meeting for Review, Discussion, and Possible Action on final draft .

Thursday, July 23rd

● Submit finalized, approved plan to the State of Connecticut to comply with the July 24th deadline.

●

through
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SCHOOL REOPENING WORK GROUP MEMBERS
The Griswold Public Schools Reopening Work Group and Subcommittees have been meeting since late May to begin analyzing and discussing
the considerations regarding the reopening of schools. We have cast a wide net on participants, and we remain deeply appreciative of the time
and efforts all individuals have invested in this all too important work. Below is a list of the members of our School Reopening Work Group.

BOARD OF EDUCATION
Mary Beth Malin
Yvonne Palasky
Stuart R. Norman, Jr.

ADMINISTRATORS
Joseph Bordeau, GES Principal
Chris Champlin, Director of Special
Education
Stephen Cravinho, Director of Athletics &
Campus-wide Activities
Jill Curioso, Director of Technology
Glenn LaBossiere, GMS Principal
Jackie Love, GES Assistant Principal
Marceline Macrino, GHS Associate Principal
Sean McKenna, Superintendent

FACULTY AND STAFF
Dave Blanchard, GHS
Janis Carota, GMS
Terry Cholewa, GMS
Jim Collins, Security
Matt Dyer, GMS
Hannah Iacoi, GES
Deb Laliberte, GHS
Renee Normandie, GMS
Tracey Parks, GES
Ty Roby, GMS
Brenda Sanborn, GES
Tonia Soper, GES
Denise Tedeschi, GHS

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
Angela Adams, Norwich Greater Area
Chamber of Commerce
Ryan Aubin, Griswold Youth Center
Todd Babbitt, First Selectman
Erich Banwell, Parent
Karen Christensen, Sacred Heart
University
Lou Demicco, Fire Chief
Tina Falck, Griswold Senior Center
Lindsay Gladue, Parent

Thomas O’Connor, Director of Foods

Deb Poirier, TVCCA

Erin Palonen, GHS Principal

Sheri Marchand, Parent

Susan Rourke, Director of Curriculum (retired)

Ashley McKinney, Parent

Alisha Stripling, Business Manager

Miranda Nagel-Mahoney, Parent &
Griswold Pride

Thomas Verville, Director of Facilities
Louis Zubek, GMS Assistant Principal

Heidi Simmons, UCFS
Lou Schuler, STA-Griswold
Mark Wantroba, H.D. Segur Insurance
Alysha Yepes, Norwich Greater Area
Chamber of Commerce
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SCHOOL REOPENING WORK GROUP
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES: CONNECTICUT & GRISWOLD PUBLIC SCHOOLS (page 1)
STATE OF CONNECTICUT & GRISWOLD PUBLIC SCHOOLS GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The State of Connecticut designed a state framework for districts to follow. This framework directs districts to plan to have all students return to
schools for full-time, in-person instruction at the beginning of the 2020-2021 school year, with the understanding that parents may elect to have
their students participate in district-designed online teaching and learning. The district has also had to design what is called a “hybrid model,” in
the event, after consulting with public health officials, we had to have a partial opening with revised schedules for in-person teaching and
learning. The State of Connecticut emphasizes that “districts will be prepared to modify plans to support partial reopening or scaling back with
clearly defined action steps.”
The State of Connecticut, Connecticut State of Department of Education, has clearly identified six guiding principles all school districts must
adhere to:
1. Safeguarding the health and safety of students and staff;
2. Allowing students the opportunity to return to school full-time in the fall;
3. Monitoring the school, students, and staff and, when necessary, potentially canceling classes in the future to appropriately contain
COVID-19 spread;
4. Emphasizing equity, access, and support to the students and communities that are emerging from this historic disruption;
5. Fostering strong two-way communication with partners such as families, educators, and staff; and
6. Factoring into decisions about reopening the challenges to the physical safety, social emotional well-being, and the mental health needs
of our students when they are not in school.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES & EQUITY: OVERARCHING PRIORITIES (pages 1-2)

GRISWOLD: EQUITY & COMMITMENT
Griswold Public Schools supports our district mission and vision that are both grounded in educating for excellence for all students. As a
learning community, we firmly believe in both excellence and equity for all students and their individual talents and identified special needs,
where barriers to success are overcome by an institutional commitment to equity. Additionally, our focus on high quality of instruction
emphasizes the importance of the individual learners and how we work with our students to co-create a psychologically safe learning
environment. We promote healthy, welcoming learning spaces where individuals and their unique talents are supported in rewards, risks,
setbacks, and resilience. Regardless of our educational delivery model, we commit to supporting all learners in their academic, social/emotional,
and extra-curricular needs and interests. With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, we recommit to maintaining clean, operationally sound and
functioning facilities, which further ensure the safety of all learners, workers, and stakeholders.
We continually provide learning opportunities to our staff to continually support all learners and to embrace and proactively address the divides
that educators face in and outside of the classroom. Our district supports an active PDEC (Professional Development Educational Committee),
which reviews professional development needs on a regular basis. We also provide other structures that support our goal of being an
equity-driven community. These structures include our School Readiness Council, our DPAC (District Partnership Advisory Council), and our
active relationships with community partners such as UCFS (United Family and Community Services); TVCCA (Thames Valley Council for
Community Action); and Griswold Pride. To extend our commitment to continuous improvement on diversity and inclusion, we are exploring
how to initiate a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion component that would either be a stand-alone committee or included as an extension of our
DPAC (District Partnership Advisory Council).
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PRIORITIES: OVERVIEW OF REOPENING LEARNING MODELS (page 5)
Griswold Publics Schools are developing procedures and protocols to ensure a safe and secure return to full-time, in-person learning for the fall of 2020.
Griswold Public Schools will open with full-time, in-person learning unless otherwise directed. The State of Connecticut has developed plans for all students
to return to traditional instruction to start the school year. In accordance with guidelines and regulations from the Connecticut State Department of Education
(CSDE), the following scope of practice will be followed in determining the levels of in-person learning:

FULL-TIME, IN-PERSON LEARNING MODEL
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Little or no evidence of virus transmission.
Students, faculty, and staff return to the
school buildings for teaching, learning, and
all operations.
Heightened health, safety, and disinfection
and cleaning protocols are in place.
Face masks/coverings must be worn while
inside the building.
Redesign of classroom layout to comply with
social-distancing and other safety measures.
Students will be grouped in cohorts to track
their whereabouts in a school building.
Students may come to school via
STA-Griswold bus transportation.
Students may opt t o select Griswold Public
Schools Distance Learning Option.

HYBRID LEARNING MODEL
●

●

●

●

The hybrid model is not an option.  In
short, we would be required to move to a
hybrid model if there was confirmed
evidence of increased risk and community
transmission.
Should our school district move to this
model, this means that student numbers in
school are reduced: For example,
students may attend on alternating A days
or B days to reduce transmission risk.
Students who are not in school on an
“off-day” on a hybrid model would receive
instruction via a distance learning delivery.
All extracurricular activities will more likely
than not be canceled.

FULL DISTANCE TEACHING AND
LEARNING MODEL
●

●
●

A move to full distance teaching
and learning means that the
buildings are closed to students
and majority of staff.
All bus transportation is
suspended.
All extracurricular activities are
canceled, unless there is some
kind of virtual participation.
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●

School administration will provide direction
on extracurricular activities.

PRIORITIES: DETAIL ON REOPENING LEARNING MODELS
1. Local health indicators and trends will be monitored daily through collaboration with the Uncas Health District (UHD) and Connecticut
State Department of Education (CSDE). The Superintendent of Schools in collaboration with the UHD will determine movement to a
different learning model based on COVID-19 data. Through professional learning and preparation with educators and administrators,
the district will be prepared to shift to a hybrid model or full distance learning while ensuring that the highest levels of access to rigorous
and standards-based instruction continue.
2. Key considerations about the Full-Time, In-Person Learning Model: The State of Connecticut expects school districts to welcome all
students back to the school buildings at the start of the 2020-2021 school year. To that end, all school districts, including Griswold
Public Schools are expected to modify and monitor reopening planning to support a full reopening and to pivot, at any given moment,
to a hybrid or full distance learning delivery model. Such pivots are based on public health data and transmission rate tracing and
tracking.
● In Full-Time In-Person Learning, the State of Connecticut requires districts to offer a parallel distance learning option, which
means families request that their students learn from home. In these cases:
○ Parents/guardians would complete a distance learning form to permit their student to participate in the distance learning
instructional delivery provided by Griswold Public Schools. Any student can participate in distance learning. Some
students may have to have distance learning because of illness or quarantine
○ Important to note: The Griswold Public Schools distance learning instructional delivery option is not the same as elected
homeschooling that is provided to students by a family with no support from the school. Parents who elect the
homeschooling option must observe the Griswold Public Schools homeschooling policy and register with our Central
Office.
○ Students may return to full-time, in-person learning at any time providing that there is no illness or quarantine in place.
3. A few considerations about the potential move to a hybrid plan:
○ A hybrid is not an option.  To clarify, in this case, our district would be directed to move to a hybrid model because we
could not have all students and faculty in the buildings at the same time. We would, therefore, move to a partial opening
model where on some days, select cohorts of students would come to school and on other days, select cohorts would
participate in distance learning.
○ A hybrid option is triggered because health officials place limits on student access to buildings, buses, and groups due to
surges in COVID-19 transmission and the increased risk of exposure.
○ Griswold Public Schools would quickly pivot to a hybrid model, if we were informed of an increased risk.
GPS REOPENING OF SCHOOLS OPERATIONAL PLAN, VERSION 1.0
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○ A hybrid model would involve a partial opening with groups of students attending on alternating days or on alternating
weeks.
○ Please see our hybrid model below:

MODEL

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

IN-PERSON MODEL BY
COHORT (HYBRID)

COHORT A

COHORT A

COHORT A

COHORT A

(IN PERSON)

(IN PERSON)

ALL ON
DISTANCE
LEARNING

(DISTANCE)

(DISTANCE)

ALPHA A-M

ALPHA A-M

COHORT B

COHORT B

COHORT B

COHORT B

(DISTANCE)

(DISTANCE)

(IN PERSON)

(IN PERSON)

ALPHA N-Z

ALPHA N-Z

○ Because the pandemic tracing and tracking happens on a town-by-town basis and also on a regional level, Griswold
Public Schools will adopt the above hybrid model in coordination with other districts in the region. Additionally, Griswold
Public Schools welcome tuition students from the towns of Canterbury, Lisbon, Norwich, Preston, Sprague, and
Voluntown. Our affiliations with our sending towns, most of whom are in what is known as the LEARN region, have an
impact on this hybrid choice. At the time of the writing of this document, all districts in the LEARN region have agreed to
adopt this hybrid model.
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PRIORITIES: COMMUNICATION PLANNING (page 7)
SCHOOL/DISTRICT LIAISON
This employee will serve as the health and safety officer for outreach to all school stakeholders.
DISTRICT LIAISON & CONTACT INFORMATION:
SCHOOL LIAISONS:
CONTACT INFORMATION

Stephen Cravinho, 860-376-7640,  gpsreopening@griswoldpublicschools.org
GRISWOLD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Phone: 860-376-7610
Joe Bordeau, Principal: jbordeau@griswoldpublicschools.org
Jackie Love, Assistant Principal: jlove@griswoldpublicschools.org
Tonia Soper, School Nurse: tsoper@griswoldpublicschools.org
GRISWOLD MIDDLE SCHOOL
Phone: 860-376-7630
Glenn LaBossiere, Principal: glabossiere@griswoldpublicschools.org
Louis Zubek, Assistant Principal: lzubek@griswoldpublicschools.org
Renee Normandie, School Nurse: rnormandie@griswoldpublicschools.org
GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL
Phone 860-376-7640
Erin Palonen, Principal: epalonen@griswoldpublicschools.org
Marceline Macrino, Associate Principal: mmacrino@griswoldpublicschools.org
Denise Tedeschi, School Nurse: dtedeschi@griswoldpublicschools.org
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PRIORITIES: COMMUNICATION PLAN & DATA COLLECTION (page 7)
Griswold Public Schools are committed to the objective of timely, informative, and archived communication with all of our stakeholders,
which include students, parents/guardians, faculty and staff, and our community at large. Given the complexity with school reopening for
the 2020-2021 school year, we have developed a communication plan that is prompt; two-way, so that there is a feedback loop; and
practical. Please review the chart below that outlines our Communication Plan.

COMPONENT

DESCRIPTION

METHODS OF COMMUNICATION

We will use the following methods of communication before,
during, and after the 2020-2021 school reopening period:
● The GPS website will be our main hub and will function as
an active library, with multi-media resources. We have
created a special section on our district website entitled:
School Reopening 2020-2021. This site will include
information about:
○ Our reopening plan
○ Timelines
○ Training information about hygiene
○ Technology
○ Surveys
○ All archived communications dispatched to the
school community
○ Responses to FAQs
○ A way to submit questions/comments:
gpsreopening@griswoldpublicschools.org
● Other methods of communications:
○ We will continue to use our School Messenger
system, which includes email, voice, and text modes.
○ We will update our GPS Facebook page.
○ We will respond to any direct emails and phone calls.
○ Channel 22 will also be used.
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COMMUNICATION TIMELINE

With the complexity of reopening, we have had to establish a
loosely-structured communication timeline that outlines three,
distinct phases:
● BEFORE--Pre-return to schools
○ Virtual sessions with all stakeholders on our
reopening draft plan to be submitted to the state.
○ Virtual sessions in mid August around hygiene and
safety training that can be done at home; previews of
school reopening by building; and general Q & A.
○ Weekly email updates to the community.
○ Continue to survey our community to review and
adjust to feedback data.
○ Continue to update the web site regularly and
maintain two-way communication.
● DURING--The first month of school
○ Weekday email updates to the community.
○ Virtually scheduled sessions around particular topics
○ Continue to survey our community to review and
adjust to feedback data.
○ Continue to update the web site regularly and
maintain two-way communication.
● AFTER--This period will be defined as after the first
month of school
○ Weekly email updates to the school community
○ Virtually scheduled sessions around particular topics.
○ Continue to survey our community to review and
adjust to feedback data.
○ Continue to update the web site regularly and
maintain two-way communication.

SCHOOL SPECIFIC COMMUNICATION

While we will make every effort to streamline our district
communications, it is important to note that stakeholders will
receive school specific communications from each of the following
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buildings and administrations:
● Griswold Elementary School
● Griswold Middle School
● Griswold High School
● Griswold Alternative School
PARTNERSHIP WITH CONTEXTEDU & DATA COLLECTION

Griswold Public Schools have enlisted ContextEDU as a
Professional Learning Partner for the 2020-2021 school year.
Closely affiliated with The Highlander Institute, ContextEDU will
work with our Administrative Team and teachers on instructional
improvement in both the in-person, live setting and the online
setting. A major component of our shared endeavor involves a
commitment to collecting and sharing data and artifacts. Griswold
Public Schools & ContextEDU will:
● Convene a team of school community members to elevate
and integrate input. This group will include teachers,
administrators, parents, and a student.
● Establish a calendered system of data collection, review
and analyze survey results, participation data, and student
performance data.
● Aim to simultaneously improve communication and
teaching and learning in both the in-person environment
and the distance learning environment.
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OPERATIONS: FACILITY LOGISTICS (page 8)
CLASSROOM LAYOUT
Griswold Public Schools are committed to keeping their students and faculty safe by practicing social distancing throughout the campus.
This includes organizing classrooms and common areas to allow for social distancing to occur, repurposing available space, and
familiarizing staff and students with hygiene procedures. In all buildings, floor markings will further emphasize and remind all individuals
about social distancing. All classroom cohorts will have designated bathrooms, and, if feasible in the classroom, the cohorts will have
access to a washing station and to hand sanitizer.
GRISWOLD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Modifications to classroom layout include:
● Maximize social distancing between student workstations, achieving 6 feet when
feasible, when determining the classroom layout. This is in accordance with the Adapt, Advance, Achieve: Connecticut’s Plan to
Grow Together.
● Where possible desks should face in the same direction (rather than facing each other), or students should sit on only one side of
tables, spaced apart a minimum of 3 feet.
● Students will maintain the appropriate distance of a minimum of 3 feet, as established by the American Academy of Pediatrics.
● Maximize space between the teacher and students during instruction.
● If a teacher removes face covering or mask during instruction, spacing should be increased beyond six feet.
● For teachers who stay seated, a barrier may be utilized.
GUIDANCE ON WHAT IS PERMITTED AND WHAT IS NOT PERMITTED IN THE GES CLASSROOM LAYOUT
PERMITTED
●
●
●
●
●
●

NOT-PERMITTED

1 teacher desk
1 teacher table with 3 chairs
Exact number of student desks & chairs
1 easel
Books & teacher resources
Student Materials - each student must have individualized
materials: no sharing

●
●
●
●

Bean bag chairs
Fabric chairs or other seating that is not property of GES
Stuffed animals
Rugs
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GRISWOLD MIDDLE SCHOOL AND GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL
Modifications to classroom layout include:
● Maximize social distancing between student workstations, achieving 6 feet when
feasible, when determining the classroom layout. This is in accordance with the Adapt, Advance, Achieve: Connecticut’s Plan to
Grow Together.
● When possible, desks should face in the same direction or students should sit on only one side of the tables spaced apart.
● Maximize space between the teacher and students during instruction.
● If a teacher removes their face mask during instruction, spacing should be increased beyond six feet.
● For teachers who stay seated, a barrier may be utilized.
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OPERATIONS: SIGNAGE & MESSAGING (page 9)

All buildings will display CDC laminated posters in the high traffic areas, in offices, and, in bathrooms and near sinks to promote overall
hygiene, handwashing, mask-wearing, and coughing and sneezing etiquette. These posters will also be in the hallways to reinforce the
safety guidelines and practices that we are upholding. Signs with visual supports will be used for students with disabilities in addition to
teaching students hygiene routines within their special education programs. As needed, due to disability, students will receive direct, 1:1
instruction regarding expectations, protocols, and safety measures.
To enlist other forms of media, we have posted associated videos to our school reopening web page and we will use our public television
station, Channel 22, to broadcast and loop various, informative CDC videos. Broadcasts will also air on intercoms, and through other
social media postings (Facebook and Twitter: #Griswoldisready) and will take place to support hygiene and safety practices. We will offer
access to multiple languages to accommodate English Language Learners.
The following CDC posters will be displayed in select places in the buildings:
● Stop the Spread
● Everyday protective measures
● Proper handwashing
● Proper face covering
● Signs near the sink to wash before and after using the bathroom.
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OPERATIONS: VENTILATION (page 9)
Griswold Public Schools remains committed to ensuring effective ventilation of operating spaces within our buildings. In the past
year, Griswold Public Schools has had several infrastructure repairs and upgrades on our ventilation & HVAC systems in all three
buildings. Continue repairs and upgrades will extend into the summer months of 2020. Ventilation systems are functional, and our
maintenance and inspection of HVAC systems are current.
UPDATE ON GPS VENTILATION SYSTEM
Griswold Public Schools currently have a maintenance agreement with New England Service & Controls (NESC). NESC is currently
conducting an audit of the ventilation and filtration system for the GPS campus which will be completed prior to school opening in the fall.
In addition, NESC is the contractor currently completing repairs to the heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems on campus. For
the 2020-2021 operating budget, the Griswold Board of Education approved a preventative maintenance contract with NESC. To prepare
for the reopening of schools, NESC is currently auditing the different kinds of filters the district is using and whether or not we will have to
upgrade to MERV-11 or MERV-13 filter use.
BEFORE SCHOOL OPENS:
1. Commission building mechanical systems for full occupancy.
2. Operate all ventilation systems at full capacity for one (1) week prior to the reopening of school buildings.
3. Review with the entire custodial staff and school administrators the general principles about what changes are planned to the
usual ventilation system operation for the coming year. Enlist the formal review of the Griswold Board of Education, Facilities
Subcommittee.
4. Have NESC assess the filter needs and create a spending plan for additional purchases.
AFTER SCHOOL OPENS:
1. Flush the air inside the building for a minimum of two (2) hours prior to occupancy and one (1) hour after occupancy (after the
night-shift custodians leave), with the dampers open as fully as possible (i.e. to maximize fresh air intake) during this flushing
period.
2. Program and lock fan schedules align with the building occupancy schedule to provide flushing ventilation starting two (2) hours
before building occupancy and one (1) hour post occupancy.
3. Keep the ventilation system running during all hours that the building is occupied.
4. Keep bathroom exhaust systems running all day, every day (24 hours a day/7 days a week).
5. For buildings without central ventilation systems or with certain areas not served by the central ventilation system, where
temperature and weather allow and no other means of ventilation is available, windows will be opened to allow for some minimum
level of fresh air exchange into occupied spaces.
6. Window air conditioning units will be adjusted to maximize fresh air intake into the system.
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OPERATIONS: TRAINING RELATED TO THE FACILITIES (page 10)

Griswold will plan appropriate training for faculty and staff prior to, during and intermittently after the reopening of school. This training
will focus largely on a reacclimation to the facilities after significant, prolonged absences. Custodial staff has received appropriate
training and will receive updated training, as needed, on cleaning and disinfecting. If additional guidance and training are needed for
our custodial staff during this school reopening period, we will coordinate training with H.D. Segur, our risk management company. In
addition, Griswold Public Schools will:
● Identify school and department administrators to lead the training, which will include:
○ On-line modules on safety and hygiene, which can be accessed asynchronously on our school reopening website.
Many of the videos are courtesy of the CDC Video Library.
○ Schedule in-person training for all faculty during the first few, professional learning days before students officially return
to schools. Griswold Public Schools have already made adjustments to the academic school year calendar to frontload
appropriate professional learning centered on re-entry training.
○ We will ensure that all training extends to substitutes as well as to new hires; we will include the training as part of our
“on-boarding” process for new employees.
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OPERATIONS: BATHROOM PROTOCOLS (page 10)
BATHROOM PROTOCOLS & CLEANING AND DISINFECTION: ALL STUDENT & FACULTY BATHROOMS
● Twice daily, the cleaning and disinfection of restrooms must occur when the building is occupied.
● Cleaning and disinfection of restroom surfaces will also occur after conclusion of the school day.
● Custodial staff will complete a checklist to document regular daily cleanings of high touch surfaces in restrooms.
● All cleaning products utilized on surfaces should follow Connecticut School Green Cleaning Law.
● The disinfectant cleaners being utilized by GPS are quaternary ammoniums. These cleaners are registered with the EPA under
47371-129-10350 and 6836-78-10350 on the Environmental Protection Agency’s List N.
● Cleaning products should be utilized in well-ventilated areas and should follow the manufacturers’ stated instructions for
use (contact time, surface application).
BATHROOM USE PLAN & PROTOCOLS FOR STUDENTS
Griswold Public Schools has worked to identify and create protocols for student bathroom use and cleaning while maximizing
social distancing during the school day. Our bathroom plan and protocols are intended to provide additional contact-tracing, if
needed. When possible, cohorts will be assigned to specific bathrooms and the availability of these bathrooms will be
determined to ensure social distancing. Universal protocols for the cleaning and disinfection of restrooms will be published at
all schools. It is important that this bathroom plan and protocols are closely followed.
GRISWOLD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
● Classrooms will be assigned specific bathrooms to use. Rooms 1001-1024, Kindergarten wing. Rooms 1025-1047, grade 1/2
wing. Rooms 1201-1224, grade 2/3 wing. Rooms 1225-1248, grade 4 wing.
● During class, only 1 student is allowed to use a bathroom at a time.
● During transition times there will be a monitor supervising each grade-level bathroom.
● Students will wear masks while in the bathroom, as well as when traveling to and from the bathroom.
● Students use hand sanitizer upon entry of the bathroom.
● Custodian does frequent checks and sanitation of each bathroom.
GRISWOLD MIDDLE SCHOOL
● Each grade level is assigned a specific bathroom.
● During class, only 1 student is allowed to use the boys’ or girls’ bathroom at a time.
● During transition times there will be a monitor supervising each grade-level bathroom.
● Students will wear masks while in the bathroom, as well as when traveling to and from the bathroom.
● Students use hand sanitizer upon entry of the bathroom.
● Custodian does frequent checks and sanitation of each bathroom.
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GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL
● Cohorts will be assigned to specific bathrooms.
● Students may not congregate in the bathroom to socialize.
● Teachers may only send one student to the bathroom at a time.
● Students will exit the classroom and follow the markings/expected route to the bathroom from that classroom.
● Students will wear masks while in the bathroom, as well as when travelling to and from the bathroom.
● Assign staff members to monitor each bathroom.
● Monitor keeps log of student use.
● Students use hand sanitizer upon entry and exit of the bathroom.
● Custodian does frequent checks and sanitation of each bathroom.

OPERATIONS: CLASS GROUPS AND COHORT TEAMS (page 11)
COHORTS
Griswold Public Schools will emphasize planned and monitored grouping students into cohorts by the same class/group of students and
teacher, so each team functions independently as much as possible. The purpose of cohorting is to limit student mixing, as much as
possible. Grouping students by cohorts will assist with cleaning, social distancing, and contact tracing mechanisms.
GRISWOLD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
● Students will remain with the same cohort during the school day (grade level, classroom)
GRISWOLD MIDDLE SCHOOL
● Students will remain in the same cohort throughout the school day (6 cohorts per grade level).
● Each grade will be split into 2 teams of 3 cohorts each.
● Cohorts will remain in their homeroom during all their core classes. Each team of core teachers will rotate between the 3 cohorts.
● Cohorts will rotate between their exploratories.
GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL
● Students will remain in the same cohort throughout the school day (8 cohorts for grades 9 & 10, 6 cohorts for grades 11 & 12, 6
mixed 11 & 12 grade cohorts).
● For this school school year, Griswold High School will move to a 4x4 block to accommodate 4 classes per day per semester for full
credit courses. Courses that are half credit will change at the quarter mark. In order to accommodate our AP courses in
preparation for the AP exam in the spring, the mixed 11 & 12 grade cohorts will continue to rotate A/B days with the same teaching
team throughout the school year.
● Cohorts will remain in their designated classrooms with teachers rotating into the room to minimize traffic in the hallway.
Classrooms designated as “labs” will be available for sign up organized by teachers.
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OPERATIONS: FOOT TRAFFIC, HALLWAYS, AND SHARED AREAS (page 12)
FOOT TRAFFIC PATTERN
Student face-to-face encounters will be limited by designed foot traffic patterns. Floor markings will illustrate foot traffic patterns
throughout GPS buildings.
GRISWOLD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

● Students and staff will travel through the building staying on the right-hand side of the hallways and stairwells.
● Students and staff must access their classrooms at a right angle from their side of travel.
● Students and staff will maintain proper social distancing protocols, at least 3 feet apart, when traveling in the building.
GRISWOLD MIDDLE SCHOOL
● Students will travel throughout the building on the right-hand side of the hallways and stairwells.
● Students must access their classrooms at a right angle from their side of travel.
● Students and staff must maintain social distancing, at least 3 feet apart, while traveling throughout the school.
GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL
● Students will travel throughout the building on the right-hand side of the hallways and stairwells following the traffic pattern
indicated on the floors.
● Stairwells will be designated for one way traffic (i.e. Stairwell #1 is utilized to travel upstairs only, while Stairwell #2 is utilized to
travel downstairs only)
● Students must access their classrooms at a right angle from their side of travel.
● Students and staff must maintain social distancing, at least 3 feet apart, while traveling throughout the building.

OPERATIONS: RECESS/PLAYGROUND/FACILITY USE (page 12)
Griswold Public Schools will demonstrate measures to minimize spread from playground equipment. In addition to close student
supervision, we have to enforce specific restrictions. Practical student hygiene of hand washing will also help mitigate any kind of
transmission along with hand sanitizer access. Disinfecting the equipment is also a priority that will be coordinated by our building
head custodian under the directing of the building administration.
Recess is a vital part of a school day for social interaction and physical movement. Modification of the recess activity time is essential to
preventing any spread of COVID-19. Plans to accommodate social distancing, hand washing, cleaning of shared equipment, and
personal hydration sources are necessary to accomplish a safe recess and environment.
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GRISWOLD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
● All outdoor equipment (swings, playscape, etc.) is off limits at this time.
● Recess equipment is not allowed at this time.
● Students will maintain social distancing at all times.
● 3-4 classes maximum at recess (cohorts together), limiting the number of students supervised and mixing.
● All teachers join their classes at recess.
● Recess is 20 minutes.
● Transition between recess classes is 7-10 minutes to allow for cleaning.
● Handwashing before and after recess.
● Students will supply hydration sources.
● Sample Schedule:
○ 9:15-9:35 (K-1, K-2, K-3)
○ 9:45-10:05 (K-4, K-5, K-6)
○ 10:15-10:35 (1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4)
○ 10:45-11:05 (1-5, 1-6, 1-7)
○ 11:15-11:35 (2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4)
○ 11:45-12:05 (2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7)
GRISWOLD MIDDLE SCHOOL
● All outdoor equipment is off limits at this time.
● Each team cohort will have designated areas for recess.
● Students will maintain social distancing at all times.
● Recess is 20 minutes.
● All students will sanitize their hands before and after recess.
● Students will supply hydration sources.
FACILITY USE
At the time of the drafting of this plan, the Griswold Public School campus buildings will not be available for before and after
school-sponsored and community use unless such entities have received permission from the Superintendent of Schools. Buildings
would include GHS, GMS, GES. Athletic field requests will be reviewed individually by the Athletic Director and Superintendent. It is
important to note that community partners such as TVCCA & Sacred Heart University have been operating at Griswold Public Schools in
a limited capacity, in honoring their lease arrangements, during the school closure period and the summer months. These lease
arrangements will continue when school reopens.
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OPERATIONS: STUDENT NUTRITION (page 13)
GRISWOLD PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT
REOPENING OPERATIONS
The Director of Food Services will ensure compliance with federal guidelines and local health department guidelines and any
additional guidelines introduced regarding child nutrition. Food services will also add additional training to our Professional
standards module for staff. Additional training will include sanitizing surfaces, hand washing, and distancing.
The Director of Food Services will actively promote and determine eligibility for and make available free and reduced-price meals to all
eligible students. This includes:
• Communication with Families: Notify parents and the school community about school meal service and options. Use a
variety of communication methods such as social media, newsletters, and school websites.
•

Communication with the Central Office/Business Office: Monitor sales and accounts to ensure sustainable activity.

•

Communication with sending towns: This includes communicating with the sending town, school and district administrators,
in addition to communicating with families.

The Director of Food Services will comply with the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) regulations and policies (and any changes
occurring) for school meals and milk including the meal pattern requirements.
The Director of Food Services will ensure that the schools claim meals/ milk provided to eligible students using accurate counting and
claiming methods. Additionally, the number of free and reduced-price meals served and claimed for reimbursement must have adequate
documentation on file to support the claim.
The Director of Food Services will plan throughout the year for expedited meal access during a short period and/or a longer,extended
period of closure.
• Off-site Meal Service (for days students who are remote learning or for unanticipated school closures): Determine
model of meal service delivery options to be implemented (i.e., Parent/student Pick-up on Remote Learning Days).
• Simultaneous Operation of Congregate and Non-Congregate meal Service in Hybrid Model.
The Director of Food Services will oversee PPE for food service operations such as masks, gloves, physical barriers in serving areas.
Will continue to train all food service employees on handwashing and distancing
Service of food in the district will be building specific. Custom meal plans will support building administrators' approach to
teaching with a focus on social distancing.
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The Director of Food Services working with Principals and Director of Facilities will determine the appropriate meal distribution method
(Cafeteria Pick-up Model, Classroom Delivery Model, or a Hybrid Delivery Model) of meal service based on social distancing, physical
location, student traffic, space, staffing, and food safety.
Each school will communicate age-appropriate and school-appropriate strategies to families about school meal service and options.
Meal service communications will communicate social distancing requirements and include any additional school options as follows:
• additional lunch waves to separate classroom cohorts;
• staggering cafeteria use throughout the late morning/early afternoon;
• increasing the number of meal service access points;
• serving meals in cafeteria and then returning to classrooms or alternate locations; and
• serving meals in classrooms and alternate locations.
The Principals will arrange for smaller lunch waves in each school. For all grades, more than one classroom cohort may be in the
cafeteria with another cohort, but groups must remain separated from each other.
Customized school cafeteria and meal service plans will take into account concerns levels of transmission. Keypads will not be used by
students. Cashiers will process the sale, so as to minimize a mass touch situation.
There will be no self-service buffets for food and condiments. A la carte sales will not be available at the start of school opening. We will
reevaluate additional sales in an additional phase.
Physical barriers, such as sneeze guards and partitions, at point of sale and other areas, will be installed when maintaining physical
distance of 6 feet is determined to be difficult.
If meal services are provided in classrooms or alternate locations, a plan for trash removal and cleaning will be reviewed with and
implemented by the Director of Facilities. Such implementation will warrant active monitoring and readjustment, if necessary.
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OPERATIONS: TRANSPORTATION (page 14)

TRANSPORTATION & REOPENING OVERVIEW
Griswold Public Schools has a long-standing, mutually respectful relationship with STA-Griswold. Representatives from STA-Griswold
have joined our School Reopening Work group. Upon reopening for the 2020-2021 school year, STA-Griswold will provide student
transportation to and from schools following the legal mandate that requires ensuring that all students have access to education at school.
It is important to note that Connecticut allows for buses to run at full capacity. Survey data has been gathered, during the writing of this
plan, from families to properly plan for resuming classes at the beginning of school, and whether parents or guardians plan to transport
their children. This data will be analyzed by our administrative team and shared with STA-Griswold so as to optimize planning for bus
runs and perhaps tightening the schedules to enforce better social-distancing.
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STUDENT ARRIVAL AND DISMISSAL DETAIL
GRISWOLD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Travel plan that includes the following: Building Entry/Exit Map.
● Students transported to GES by bus enter through the back entrance of the building.
○ Bus arrival begins at 8:25 am and concludes at 8:55 am.
○ Students report directly to the classroom.
● Students transported by car and walkers to GES enter through the front entrance.
○ Drop-off time begins at 8:25 am and concludes at 8:55 am.
■ 10 vehicles at a time.
■ Parents must remain in the vehicle.
■ Students exit vehicles from the passenger side.
■ No students will be permitted to cross in front or back of the vehicle.
● Students report directly to the classroom utilizing a clearly defined route in the building. Lockers will not be utilized.
○ Rooms 1001-1024, Kindergarten hallway.
○ Rooms 1025-1047, grade 1/2 hallway.
○ Rooms 1201-1224, Green stairwell to grade 2/3 hallway.
○ Rooms 1225-1248, Yellow stairwell to grade 4 hallway.
● Students transported from GES by bus exit through the back entrance.
○ Bus dismissal begins at 3:05 pm and concludes at 3:20 pm (4th @ 3:05pm, 3rd @ 3:08pm, 2nd @ 3:11pm,1st @ 3:14 pm,
K @ 3:17pm)
● Students on the 2nd floor exit for busses in separate stairwells.
○ Rooms 1201-1212 exit Green Stairwell.
○ Rooms 1217-1222 exit Blue Stairwell.
○ Rooms 1226-1231 exit Lilac Stairwell.
○ Rooms 1237-1248 exit Yellow Stairwell.
● Students transported from GES by car and walkers exit through the front and PK entrance.
○ Pick-up procedure begins at 3:05 pm.
○ Utilize front entrance for last names A-M. Utilize PK entrance for names N-Z.
○ Parents must remain in their car.
○ Students name given to an adult stationed in front/PK entrance of the building. Adult radios into the building for the student.
○ Students will be escorted to their vehicle.
● Students on the 2nd floor exit for pick-up and walkers in separate stairwells.
○ Rooms 1201-1212 exit Green Stairwell.
○ Rooms 1217-1222 exit Blue Stairwell.
○ Rooms 1226-1231 exit Lilac Stairwell.
○ Rooms 1237-1248 exit Yellow Stairwell.
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GRISWOLD MIDDLE SCHOOL
●
●
●
●
●

Busses drop off students at the main entrance of the school beginning at 7:15 am.
Students will disembark one bus at a time, as the bus arrives, and enter through the main entrance to the building.
Drop-off students and walkers will be allowed entry through the main entrance of the building at no sooner than 7:20am.
All students enter through the main entrance to the building.
Upon entry to the building, each grade will have a designated route to their homerooms. Each grade will follow the same route to
exit the building. The Building Entry Map provides more detail.
● Students are expected to report directly to their first homeroom. Lockers will not be utilized.
● Busses will line up in front of the high school and middle school.
● We will dismiss each grade at staggered times and students will follow their designated routes to exit the building (8th grade @
2:10pm, 7th @ 2:13 pm, 6th @ 2:16 pm, 5th @ 2:19 pm).
GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL
● Teachers are to be in classrooms by 7:15am to welcome students.
● Bus drop off will begin at 7:15 a.m. Students will exit the bus one bus at a time, and enter through the main entrance to the
building.
● Drop-off students and walkers will be allowed entry through the main entrance of the building at 7:20am.
● Building Entry Map provides more detail.
● Students are expected to report directly to their cohort classroom. Lockers will not be utilized. Students are encouraged to utilize
clear backpacks.
● 2:00 pm for small buses.
● 2:05 pm for student pickup.
● 2:10 pm for 12th grade bus dismissal and student drivers.
● 2:13 pm for 11th grade bus dismissal.
● 2:16 pm for 10th grade bus dismissal.
● 2:19 pm for 9th grade bus dismissal.
● Student traffic in the hallway will be limited and monitored by staff, and all students/staff must follow the travel pattern indicated on
floors.
● Students and staff must maintain social distancing while traveling throughout the school. Masks must be worn while in the hallway.
Students and staff must use hand sanitizer upon exiting and entering a space in the building.
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GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL: ADDITIONAL STUDENT ARRIVAL AND DISMISSAL DETAILS
SENIOR PRIVILEGE PROPOSED ADJUSTMENT AT GRISWOLD HIGH SCHOOL
In 2016 the BOE approved Griswold High School’s Senior Privilege policy, which includes specific eligibility requirements. Seniors who are in good
academic, behavioral, and attendance standings may be eligible for one of the following privileges:
✓ Late arrival after A-period study hall at 8:50 am.
✓ Dismissal from D-period study hall at 12:49 pm.
As of July, we have 129 seniors enrolled for the 2020-2021 school year. Given the current public health crisis, we are taking steps to ensure social
distancing, to maximize use of staff to assist with supervision, and to limit unnecessary traffic within the building for the safety of our students and
staff. GHS maintains high academic standards for all students and will require seniors to complete their full course load in order to satisfy graduation
requirements.
The Griswold High School administration proposes that we allow any senior with a scheduled study hall during A-period or D-period to be allowed late
arrival or early dismissal. Seniors who would like to stay in the building for intervention support services or concentrated study time will be permitted
and encouraged to stay.

SENIOR LATE ARRIVAL/EARLY DISMISSAL PROCEDURES
LATE ARRIVAL
1) Parent/Guardian and student are responsible for completing the request form, and the student is responsible for submitting the form on the
next page to the GHS main office.
2) Students may not have a late arrival until they receive permission from the administration.
3) Students are responsible for providing his/her own transportation to school.
4) Students should report directly to the cafeteria no later than 8:50am in order to be on time for their B-period class. Students do not have
permission to report elsewhere unless they have a signed “pass” by the Cafeteria Study Hall teacher.
5) Any student who arrives after the B-period bell (9:02 am) will be considered tardy.

EARLY DISMISSAL
1) Parent/Guardian and student are responsible for completing the request form, and student is responsible for submitting the senior privilege
request form on the next page to the GHS main office.
2) Students may not have an early dismissal until they receive permission from the administration.
3) Early dismissal during SIB is at the teacher’s discretion.
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4) Students are responsible for providing his/her own transportation from school.
5) Parents/students understand that school insurance terminates when the student leaves the school grounds.

D-PERIOD STUDY HALL DISMISSAL
1) Students must sign out in the Main Office and leave immediately following sign-out.
2) Students may not leave and return prior to 2:19 pm.
3) Failure to sign out could result in revocation of the privilege.
Griswold High School Senior Privilege Form 2020-2021
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OPERATIONS: STUDENT TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES (page 15)
GENERAL EXPECTATIONS
● Griswold Public Schools will partner with STA-Griswold to provide guidance and professional learning to familiarize
transportation staff with effective disinfection procedures and signs/symptoms of COVID-19. STA-Griswold has maintained a
commitment to heightened sanitation and disinfection that includes but is not limited to:
○ Disinfecting consistently throughout the day.
○ Ensuring that all bus drivers and student passengers are wearing facemasks.
○ Enforcing face mask wearing, unless there is a medical exemption.
● The district will ensure that a supply of disposable masks are provided to each school bus for students in need of a mask.
Masks must be applied to the nose and mouth region prior to entering the bus.
● Drivers will ensure that surfaces are cleaned in between school routes. STA-Griswold will maintain a daily log indicating
the times that the bus was sanitized. STA-Griswold has provided the following information on vehicles and PPE.
STA-Griswold has offered information on how they are heightening disinfection and other practices.
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STUDENT SEATING (LOW RISK)
● Students will not be permitted to change seats during the route.
STUDENT SEATING (MODERATE RISK)
● Upon guidance from DPH, the Superintendent of Schools will notify the bus company and families that due to the increased risk
of transmission, the transportation protocols will be modified to ensure the safety of students and staff.
● Non-family members will be spaced six feet apart using a system of alternating, diagonal seating.
● Seating will begin in the rear of the vehicle and fill toward the front of the bus. Students will exit the vehicle beginning in the front
and moving toward the rear.
● Students will not be permitted to change seats during the route.
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OPERATIONS: FISCAL AND BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS (page 16)
Griswold Public Schools works cooperatively with the Town of Griswold on a range of issues, including school finance. The Griswold
Board of Education posts their quarterly financial reports to the district website, which includes a line-by-line school operational budget.
Traditionally, the Griswold Board of Education receives a financial update at one of their monthly meetings.
As part of our district’s planning and pre-planning for the reopening of schools, we have taken the following steps with respect to securing
funding and scenario forecasting:
● We have worked closely with the Board of Education and the Town to purchase PPE, protective barriers, cleaning supplies, and
hand sanitation with surplus funds from fiscal year 2020.
● We continue to monitor our funds and tag unplanned spending associated with reopening.
● As part of our planning for the 2020-2021 school year and operationalizing our plan, we are making staff increase projections. We
have consulted with neighboring districts to compare and contrast forecast models.
● We have submitted the CARES ACT application.
● We have worked with the Town of Griswold to submit an application to FEMA.
● We have engaged with staff to address the complexities associated with reopening and potential increases in staffing.
● We will continue to report out to both the Griswold Board of Education and Town of Griswold, Board of Finance, on all school
reopening expenditures.
● We have allotted funds for the strong possibility of educational recovery and social and emotional needs of students, faculty and
staff.
EQUITABLE ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY
As a result of the school closure period from March ‘20 - June ‘20, Griswold Public Schools continued to purchase Chromebooks and
Tablets to approach and meet a 1:1 student to device ratio. Although many students elect to use their own device, we are proud to
support the moniker of being a “1 to 1 District.” We continue to monitor technology and equity in our district by doing the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Surveying our families regarding their technology needs.
Working with Internet providers to offer Griswold families reduced rates for wireless access.
Providing immediate assistance to families who need technology assistance.
Developing a one-to-one technology policy based on the CABE model policies offered to districts.
Reallocating funding in the district operational budget to repair or replace broken devices.
Partnering with ContextED/Highlander to improve our online teaching and learning approaches.
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HEALTH PRACTICES AND PROTOCOLS: Standard Public Health Practices (page 18)

Griswold Public Schools will offer students and their families opportunities to reacclimate themselves to the new expectations of the
reopening of schools. As part of our Communications Plan, we will:
● Strongly recommend to families and students that they practice new school requirements before the official start of school.
● Host school-specific, age-appropriate virtual forums before school for students and families.
● Develop a two-week, practical“re-entry” plan that families can implement, which will include:
○ Encouraging students and families to develop an in-home, outside-home, routine practice, if not in place already, of
the following practices:
■ Social distancing
■ Frequent handwashing
■ Use of face-coverings that protect the nose and mouth
■ Respiratory and cough etiquette
■ Cleaning of surfaces
○ Viewing CDC videos, from our school reopening website, that address health practices and protocols.
○ Engaging the school-specific PTO’s to help promote standard public health practices before physical re-entry into the
buildings.
● Outline a detailed district schedule for the first week of school that includes a practical review of standing public health
practices and protocols, including travel protocols within schools and bathroom use.
● Griswold Public Schools will provide adequate supplies in its buildings, including soap, sanitizers, paper towels, and
face-coverings, as needed. We have budgeted for extra supplies in the CARES Act funding, and we will work with the Town
of Griswold and Uncas Health District should we encounter difficulty securing such supplies
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HEALTH PRACTICES AND PROTOCOLS: Immunizations and Health Assessments (page
18)
Immunizations are critical in protecting students from vaccine preventable diseases. Students need to be up to date on their
immunizations when school starts in the fall of 2020.
● Parents and caregivers of students who are in need of immunizations should contact their primary care physician, community
health center, or local health department to schedule a visit. Specifically, the State Immunization Program is committed to
reducing the burden of respiratory illnesses during the upcoming influenza season. As of July 1, 2020, the State Immunization
Program will be providing the influenza vaccine to all children at no cost regardless of insurance status through age 18. If you
have any questions about the delivery of immunizations services during COVID-19 please contact the Department of Public Health
Immunization Program at 860-509-7929 or via email at dph.immunizations@ct.gov.
● Safe vaccine planning during COVID-19
● Guidance on Providing Pediatric Well-Care During COVID-19: American Academy of Pediatrics
HEALTH ASSESSMENTS (PHYSICAL EXAMS)
● The Board of Education health assessment requirement is also an important element in ensuring a healthy and safe school
learning environment. Each student must have a health assessment to be enrolled in public school as well as in either grade six or
grade seven, and again in either grade nine or ten. Boards are permitted to deny attendance to a child who fails to obtain the
required health assessment. However, during the 2020-2021 school year given the unavailability of appointments due to the
pandemic, children should be in school. Rather than deny attendance, parents and guardians can show that they have an
appointment scheduled with their health care provider. If you have any questions please contact Stephanie Knutson, School
Nurse Consultant, CSDE, at stephanie.knutson@ct.gov.
● In the event that athletic teams are supported, sports physicals will now be valid for fifteen months instead of thirteen months. This
will allow those students that wish to participate on an athletic team additional time to schedule an appointment with their primary
care or health care provider. Announcements about fall sports teams and extracurricular activities will be made as more
information is available. Please contact the Athletic Department at 860-376-7636 with any questions regarding sports and/or extra
curricular activities.
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HEALTH PRACTICES AND PROTOCOLS: REPORTING ILLNESSES (PAGE 19)

When Someone is Sick - When a staff member or student is demonstrating COVID-19 Symptoms: Isolate and transport those who are
sick.
● Faculty and staff should know not to come to school and notify school officials (the designated COVID -19 point of contact) that
they (staff) or child (families) have become sick with COVID-19 symptoms, tested positive for COVID-19, or have been exposed to
someone with COVID-19 symptoms or a confirmed or suspected case. Symptoms of Coronavirus
● Immediately separate staff and students with COVID-19 symptoms (such as fever, cough, or shortness of breath) at school. Each
school will have a designated isolation room in close proximity to the nurses office. Individuals who are sick should go home or to
a healthcare facility depending on how severe their symptoms are and follow CDC guidelines for care.
● School nurses and other healthcare providers should use Standard and Transmission-Based Precautions
● If you are calling an ambulance or bringing someone to the hospital, try to call first to alert them that the person may have
COVID-19.
● Clean and Disinfect - Close off areas used by a sick person and do not use these areas until after cleaning and disinfecting. Wait
at least 24 hours before cleaning and disinfecting. If 24 hours is not feasible, wait as long as possible.
● Notify Uncas Health District and Close Contacts - In accordance with state and local laws and regulations, school administrators
should notify the Uncas Health District, staff, and families immediately of any case of COVID-19 while maintaining confidentiality.
● Inform those who have had close contact with a person diagnosed with COVID-19 to stay home and self-monitor for symptoms
and follow CDC guidance if symptoms develop.
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What is a close Contact? Public Health guidance for community-related exposure helps to inform decisions. Additionally, there are
steps for quarantine / isolation
● Quarantine If You Might Be Sick
● What to Do If You Are Sick
● We will advise Staff and Families of Sick Students of Home Isolation Criteria. Sick staff members or students should not return
until they have met CDC’s criteria for discontinued isolation. When You Can be Around Others After You Had or Likely Had
COVID-19.
● Our student self-monitoring form may guide families if and when a student is home, presenting symptoms.

HEALTH PRACTICES AND PROTOCOLS: TRAVEL ADVISORY
It is important to note that during a global pandemic, the Center for Disease Control issues travel advisories as part of the national contact
tracing efforts. Should individuals travel to and from areas (domestic and international) that are on CDC Travel List, then you must take
extra precautions. Please review the ever-changing CDC state and territorial travel restrictions. If you travel to or from one of these
locations, this may immediately require you and your family to self-quarantine for 14-days.
CDC GUIDELINES ON TRAVEL
● Protect yourself and others during your trip.
● Clean your hands often.
○ Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after you have been in a public place, after
touching surfaces frequently touched by others, after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing, and before touching your
face or eating.
○ If soap and water are not available, bring and use hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol. Cover all surfaces of
your hands and rub your hands together until they feel dry.
● Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth.
● Avoid close contact with others.
○ Keep 6 feet of physical distance from others.
● Wear a cloth face covering in public.
● Cover coughs and sneezes.
● Pick up food at drive-throughs, curbside restaurant service, or stores.
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HEALTH PRACTICES AND PROTOCOLS: Material Sharing (page 20)
Griswold Public Schools will create protocols to minimize the need to have multiple students sharing supplies such as computers, books,
calculators, art supplies etc. In the event that material sharing must occur the items will be sanitized before they are used by another
student. Materials will be appropriately cleaned, disinfected, or sanitized at the end of each day, consistent with CDC guidelines.
Students will be consistently encouraged to wash hands/sanitize hands before and after using classroom materials, going to the
bathroom, and entering classrooms.

HEALTH PRACTICES AND PROTOCOLS: Face Masks/Coverings (page 20)
It is important to make clear that face-coverings are a requirement of the State of Connecticut, Department of Education,
reopening plan. Griswold Public Schools will ensure that students and staff are educated and engaged in the new expectations
related to all public health policies and protocols. Students and staff will use face coverings that completely cover the nose
and mouth. Face masks/face coverings will be required when in the school buildings, with certain defined exceptions. This
CDC Video helps to review the key points about wearing a face mask.
OVERVIEW
● During this school reopening period and until further notice, all students, faculty and staff are expected to wear face masks, or a
protective face covering.
● This facemask, a protective covering, must completely cover the nose and mouth when inside the building, allowing only for
limited exceptions including times when individuals are eating or drinking, most obviously.
● If an individual is unable to wear a facemask because of a medical condition, we are politely requesting medical documentation for
review and action on a case by case basis.
STUDENTS
● Students traveling to and from school on an STA-Griswold Bus must have a facemask on before entering the bus. Bus drivers will
provide masks in the event that the student does not have one.
● Once arriving at school, students must wear a mask, unless there is a medical exemption. Students who do not comply by
wearing a mask will be asked to leave the school premises.
● Building level dress code applies to mandatory face masks. Any student wearing a mask deemed inappropriate based on dress
code expectations or the requirements set forth by Griswold Public Schools will be required to wear a school-issued mask.
● A face shield, without a face mask or face covering underneath, is not acceptable.
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
● Teachers will be allowed to remove masks during direct instruction with greater social distancing, beyond 6 feet, in place.
● We strongly encourage all stakeholders (parents, students, teachers, and staff) to practice wearing masks PRIOR to returning to
school.
● The CDC supports the use of facemasks because “cloth face coverings are recommended as a simple barrier to help prevent
respiratory droplets from traveling into the air and onto other people when the person wearing the cloth face covering coughs,
sneezes, talks, or raises their voice. This is called source control. This recommendation is based on what we know about the role
respiratory droplets play in the spread of the virus that causes COVID-19, paired with emerging evidence from clinical and
laboratory studies that shows cloth face coverings reduce the spray of droplets when worn over the nose and mouth. COVID-19
spreads mainly among people who are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet), so the use of cloth face coverings is
particularly important in settings where people are close to each other or where social distancing is difficult to maintain.”
THE CDC PROVIDES DIRECTION ON WEARING A MASK CORRECTLY, REMOVING A MASK, AND CARING FOR CLOTH MASKS.
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SUMMARY POINTS FOR FACE MASKS:
● All individuals are required to wear a mask to school, unless there is a documented medical condition to prevent the wearing of a
mask.
● STUDENT MASK BREAKS: Student mask breaks are permitted by a supervising adult who ensures the following:
○ Should a mask break be permitted inside, students must be 6-feet apart, in all directions. Mask breaks for groups of
students are ideal if in a larger space, such as a cafeteria, gym, or auditorium.
○ Mask breaks outside provide an easier way to establish the 6-feet social distancing requirement.
● Griswold Public Schools will provide a mask, in the event that someone needs a mask.
● Additional considerations:
○ In the event that a teacher encounters a student who cannot wear a face mask due to medical condition, disability, or a
religious exemption, that teacher may also wear a face shield for added protection. Face masks will be worn under the face
shield. Face shields will also be worn by staff who are assisting with self care and/or toileting.
○ Clear masks will be provided to speech pathologists, life skills teachers and additional staff as needed.
○ Exceptions may also be necessary for certain special education students or other special populations as verified and
approved by the Director of Special Education on a case by case basis.
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HEALTH MONITORING PLAN: Attendance Monitoring (page 22)
GPS ATTENDANCE CODES/GUIDELINES
Regular attendance is essential for students to be successful learners. Research shows that students who attend school on a regular
basis have higher levels of achievement. Subsequently, poor attendance correlates to a series implications for later outcomes. Griswold
Public Schools have attendance teams in place to monitor attendance, support students and families in improving attendance, and
promote a positive culture of students who are in attendance on time, all day, every day.
● A student will be marked as “excused absence” with an absence code of COVID-quarantine if he/she is experiencing COVID
systems, has traveled to a quarantine restricted state, has been in contact with a person experiencing COVID symptoms, or has
been in contact with a person who is diagnosed with COVID.
● A student will be counted “present” if opting to participate in distance learning, the code will be COVID-Remote Learning. The
student will be expected to meet the requirements of distance learning as outlined in the GPS Distance Learning Plan. If the
student does not meet the requirements, he/she will be marked as “absent unexcused” unless he/she is sick, under quarantine, or
the parent/guardian and school administrator are in agreement of excusing the absence.
● A student will be marked as “unexcused absence” if ALL of the following criteria is met:
○ The student has opted to participate in “in person” learning at school;
○ The student is not sick or experiencing COVID systems; and
○ The student is not in quarantine.
● Griswold Public Schools have made adjustments in its Student Information System, Infinite Campus, to properly code any and all
related COVID-19 absences.
● Our School Nurses, Administrators, and Liaisons will closely monitor student and staff absences and will enlist both the Uncas
Health District and UCFS Medical Advisor to make timely, critical decisions.
● Truancy: A truant is defined as a student who has 4 unexcused absences from school in one month (30 consecutive calendar
days) or 10 unexcused absences in one school year. To read more about truancy please review CSDE Truancy.
● Chronic Absenteeism: Chronic absence is defined as missing 10 percent or more of school for any reason including excused,
unexcused and disciplinary absences. To read more about chronic absenteeism please review CSDE Chronic Absenteeism.
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CONTAINMENT PLAN: District Containment & Building Isolation Rooms (page 23)
The purpose of Isolation and Containment plans are to decrease the risks of spreading COVID-19. Griswold Public Schools will adopt
the following decision-making tree that depicts how we will address potentially sick individuals and proceed with decisions regarding
containment, partial, and/or full closure:
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● When a staff member or student is suspected of exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, that individual will be immediately separated from
other staff and students with COVID-19 symptoms (such as fever, cough, or shortness of breath) at school. Each school will have
a designated isolation room in close proximity to the nurse’s office.
GHS - Conference Room - main office bathroom outside conference room.
GMS - 2122 - first floor bathroom outside the room.
GES - Room 1001 - Bathroom inside room.
● Isolation rooms will accommodate students that exhibit symptoms consistent with COVID-19 until a parent or guardian arrives.
Students will be supervised at all times. Supervisors will utilize all PPE in accordance with CDC Guidelines. All persons who enter
the room will be logged for purposes of contact tracing.
● People with COVID-19 have had a wide range of symptoms reported – ranging from mild symptoms to severe illness. Symptoms
may appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus. People with these symptoms may have COVID-19: Fever or chills, Cough,
Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, Fatigue, Muscle or body aches, Headache, New loss of taste or smell, Sore throat,
Congestion or runny nose, Nausea or vomiting, or Diarrhea. Individuals who are sick should go home or to a healthcare facility
depending on how severe their symptoms are and follow CDC guidelines for care. Symptoms of coronavirus vary.
● Staff and students should not come to school and notify school officials (the designated COVID -19 point of contact) that they
(staff) or child (families) have become sick with COVID-19 symptoms, tested positive for COVID-19, or have been exposed to
someone with COVID-19 symptoms or a confirmed or suspected case.
● School nurses and other healthcare providers should use standard and transmission-based precaution.
● If you are calling an ambulance or bringing someone to the hospital, try to call first to alert them that the person may have
COVID-19.
● Clean and Disinfect - Close off areas used by a sick person and do not use these areas until after cleaning and disinfecting. Wait
at least 24 hours before cleaning and disinfecting. If 24 hours is not feasible, wait as long as possible.
● Notify Health Officials and Close Contacts - In accordance with state and local laws and regulations, school administrators should
notify local health officials, staff, and families immediately of any case of COVID-19 while maintaining confidentiality.
● Inform those who have had close contact with a person diagnosed with COVID-19 to stay home and self-monitor for symptoms
and follow CDC guidance if symptoms develop.
● What is close Contact? Public Health Guidance for Community-Related Exposure
● Quarantine / Isolation
Quarantine If You Might Be Sick
What to Do If You Are Sick.
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● Advise Staff and Families of Sick Students of Home Isolation Criteria. Sick staff members or students should not return until they
have met CDC’s criteria for discontinued isolation. Steps to Take If You are Sick with Covid-19
● Action steps for dismissal of students from school:
1. Individual is identified as exhibiting COVID-19 Symptoms.
2. Immediate separation from staff and students to designated isolation room.
3. School officials (school nurses) will contact families for pick up. If severe symptoms arise, an ambulance will be called. Alert
ambulance of a possible COVID-19 case.
4. Alert local health department of a possible COVID-19 case.
5. Contact all close contacts with suspected COVID-19 individuals.
6. Commence cleaning and disinfecting isolation room after 24 hours. If 24 hours is not feasible, wait as long as you can to clean
and disinfect.
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CANCELLATION OF CLASSES, REMOTE LEARNING, REOPENING PLANS: (page 24)
Griswold Public Schools have constructed plans and procedures to be prepared, at any given moment, to cancel classes based on public
health information and guidance from the State of Connecticut and Uncas Health District. Coordination and communication will remain
fluid involving Griswold Public Schools, the Uncas Health District, and the State of Connecticut, Department of Education. All entities will
be informed of any school cancellation or pivot to another learning model.
Additionally, our district administrators collaborate regularly, if not daily, with an assortment of regional and state school official colleagues
to stay informed, to make decisions based on the most current information, and to enact those decisions quickly, if necessary. We have
a distance plan in place, which we continually revisit, should we have to move to blended or full remote learning. Additionally, our new
partnership with Context/EDU/Highlander will help elevate our online teaching and learning as well as helping our students and families
better acclimate to potential future blended and/or distance learning. The State of Connecticut plan delineates a chart regarding the
possibility of class/school cancellations and how decisions will be made:
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ACADEMIC PLANNING: Plan to Reimagine CT Classrooms with Distance Learning (page
28)

Griswold Public Schools are well-aware of the shifting landscapes of blended and distance learning. This awareness impacts instructional
delivery and design, and our district has been working with different online learning platforms like Khan Academy and Plato Online
Learning. Griswold Public Schools are committed to maintaining on-going professional development through collaborative work and
partnership with the ContextEDU/Highlander Institute. Through this partnership, we are able to design a series of surveys that are
specific to our Griswold Community, collect data and feedback, and carefully analyze the results to guide our present and future work. As
we plan for the upcoming school year, we recognize that the health and safety, as well as social and emotional well being of our students,
families, and staff is of the utmost importance and remains our top priority. Our professional work and development are grounded in the
commitment to ensuring health and safety, understanding and supporting family needs, building strong relationships with students, and
providing high quality instruction as reflected in our GPS Reopening Plan. Professional development will be frontloaded in the beginning
of the school year to allow adequate time for planning, training, and reviewing the reopening plan aligned with the CSDE guidelines.
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GRISWOLD PUBLIC SCHOOLS DISTANCE LEARNING
Griswold Public Schools are committed to ensuring that all students receive high quality instruction through distance learning. Our goals
are to ensure that there is continuity between classes and grades in a digital/home learning environment, to continue instruction using our
district curriculum for students in partnership with families, and to provide a digital platform that allows flexible access for students and
families. As noted in Adapt, Advance, Achieve: Connecticut’s Plan to Learn and Grow Together, we share the belief that “Continuity of
learning, academic growth, and student connectedness are critical components of student well-being”. Our Griswold Public Schools
Distance Learning Plan provides detailed strategies and resources for implementation. Resources in our plan include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Goals for distance learning
Design principles for distance learning
Role of families, students, educators, and administrators
Scheduling the school day and instructional time examples
Recommendations for the design of the school day
CT Learning Hub
Highlander Institute: Home

STUDENTS AND FAMILIES WHO WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DISTRICT SPONSORED DISTANCE LEARNING WHEN
SCHOOL REOPENS FOR FULL-TIME, IN-PERSON EDUCATION
To comply with the state plan, we realize that some students and families prefer to have their students participate in the district sponsored
distance learning plan during our school reopening phase at the beginning of the school year. We have developed a few procedures for
families and students to pursue this option. This begins with reviewing and completing our  DISTANCE LEARNING FORM Below are the
highlights of the procedures to elect distance learning:
●
●
●
●

Families/students who elect to have their students participate in distance learning must notify the school in advance.
Families/students are asked to communicate with the school about their intentions of returning to the classroom.
All GPS teachers will provide daily opportunities for students to participate in virtual lessons and/or live google meets.
All GPS teachers will provide daily instruction to students participating in distance learning via live virtual lessons or pre-recorded
instructional videos.
● All GPS teachers will utilize online learning platforms and use this platform to post weekly assignments and corresponding
resources and supplemental materials.
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●

●

●
●

○ GHS - Google Classroom
○ GMS - Google Classroom
○ GES - Grade 4 - Google Classroom, Grades K-3 - See Saw
All GPS students are expected to attend classes virtually at their scheduled class time via Google Meets or Zoom. Teachers will
designate the online platform and be expected to share login information with the student prior to the start of the scheduled class
time daily.
All GPS students are expected to attend daily virtual class unless instructed otherwise by the teacher. If the student is unable to
attend the scheduled virtual class, then s/he is considered absent from the class. See attendance policy for more information.
○ GHS - Students attend live virtual courses daily
○ GMS - Students attend live virtual classes daily
○ GES - Students attend live small learning groups throughout the day
Students are expected to complete assignments within the teacher’s established deadlines.
Students/families are expected to communicate regularly with teachers through the following platforms
○ GHS - Google Classroom, email, and/or phone
○ GMS - Google Classroom, email, and/or phone
○ GES - Google Classroom (Grade 4), See Saw (Grades K-3), and/or phone
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ACADEMIC PLANNING: Assessment Practices (page 29)
Griswold Public Schools will use a variety of formative and summative assessments aligned with the district curriculum. Many of these
assessments are teacher-created, and some of these assessments are standardized ones. The purpose of administering these
assessments is to provide data and information that will guide planning in providing our high quality instruction to meet the needs of all
learners. Assessments should minimize testing times, increase instruction time, empower teachers, prompt vertical communication
among teachers, use available information and implement differentiated instruction, personalized learning and formative assessment
practices.
GPS STANDARDIZED BENCHMARK ASSESSMENTS:
● NWEA MAP - Grades K-10
● SBAC - Grades 3-8
● NGSS - Grades 5, 8, 11
● Dibels - Grades K-4
● PSAT - Grades 9,10,11
● SAT - Grades 10,11
● AP Exams - Grades 10-12
GPS FORMATIVE & DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENTS:
● DRA2 - Grades K-4
● Running Records - Grades K-4
● Moby Max - Grades 5-8
● District formative/summative unit assessments - Grades K-12
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ACADEMIC PLANNING: Sensible Assessment Guidance from the State of Connecticut
(page 30)
The State of Connecticut, Department of Education, emphasizes the importance of sensible assessment when planning for the reopening
of schools. At the core of this approach is a belief in supporting and elevating students, avoiding a “deficit model” that emphasizes
academic loss and perhaps alienates students because of learning gaps and slides. In contrast, the emphasis should be on building
classroom community; moving forward with a trauma-attuned approach to students, families, and faculty; and affirming students and their
individual talents. Griswold Public Schools will lean into a sensible, feasible assessment practice and calendered schedule for the
2020-2021 school year.
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ACADEMIC PLANNING: Attendance (page 32)
Regular attendance is essential for students to be successful learners. Research shows that students who attend school on a regular
basis have higher levels of achievement. Subsequently, poor attendance correlates to serious implications for later outcomes. Griswold
Public Schools have attendance teams in place to monitor attendance, support students and families in improving attendance, and
promote a positive culture of students who are in attendance on time, all day, every day.
GPS DISTANCE LEARNING ATTENDANCE MODEL
● Please review the GPS Distance Learning Plan. We consistently revisit the plan and make changes; at the top of the page, the
reader will see the dates of changes made.
● Students are required to attend daily virtual class unless instructed otherwise by the teacher. If the student is unable to attend the
scheduled virtual class, then s/he is considered absent from the class.
● District and building attendance policies outline expectations and include information regarding chronic absenteeism and truancy
as it is defined by the Connecticut State Department of Education.
● Parent communication regarding student absences is mandatory in order for the student’s absence to be excused.
● Building attendance teams will continuously monitor student attendance and identify at-risk, chronically absent, and truant
students.
● Support staff, teachers, and administration will notify parents regarding at-risk students and offer tiered-supports to improve
attendance.
● Parents/guardians are required to notify the student’s school counselor if the student will be returning to the in-person learning
model.
GPS IN-PERSON ATTENDANCE MODEL
● Each building's Attendance Policy can be found in the 2020-2021 Student Handbook located on the GPS website.
● Parents/guardians must contact the school on the day of the student’s absence and provide a reason for the absence.
● Students and parents should monitor their health daily and be alert for COVID-19 symptoms, including but not limited to fever,
cough, shortness of breath, loss of sense of smell and/or taste.
● Do not send students to school if they are exhibiting any of the above symptoms or have been in close contact with anyone with
symptoms or who has otherwise been diagnosed with COVID-19.
● Domestic and international travel is strongly discouraged during the school year. Students who travel during the 2020-2021 school
year are required to notify the school of travel plans at least two weeks in advance.
● Building level attendance teams and staff closely monitor student attendance and communicate with parents of at-risk, chronically
absent, and truant students regularly to inform parents/guardians and offer support/resources.
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ACADEMIC PLANNING: Special Education (page 32)
The Director of Special Education, Special Education Team Leaders, Special Education Teachers and Related Services staff will
oversee programming and the transition back to school for all students with IEPs. The schools will oversee programming for the fall with
the understanding that there has been no waiver of requirements under the IDEA for provision of a free and appropriate public education
(FAPE) in the least restrictive environment (LRE).
During the spring of 2020 closure, the schools may not have been able to provide all services in the same manner that they are typically
provided. Federal disability law allows for flexibility in determining how to meet the individualized needs of students receiving special
education services. The schools will treat students eligible for special education and other special populations as general education
students first. Guidance and policies related to school reopening plans apply to all students, including students with special needs who
qualify for individual education programs under the IDEA and accommodation plans for eligible students under section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act. If students with disabilities are unable to access the reopening plan as designed we will facilitate individualized and
alternative means of re-entry based upon student need, present levels of functioning, developmental levels, and student/parent input.
Programming decisions will not be based on a student’s disability category. However, the nature and/or severity of a student’s disability
may require unique considerations.
For resources from the CT State Department of Education please refer to this link.
Griswold Public Schools are committed to providing high quality programs and services to our students who receive special education
and related services. Following the special education guidance from the CSDE, we have outlined the following:
● The district will comply with all federal and state mandates and statutes.
● The district will survey the special education case managers to determine if students with disabilities are unable to access
the reopening plan.
● Staff will facilitate individualized and alternative means of re-entry based upon individualized student needs, present level of
functioning, developmental levels, and student/parent input.
● Students unable to wear protective personal equipment will be identified with alternative protocols put into place such
as the use of alternative face coverings.
● The district will identify high-risk students that may require remote instruction and/ or blended learning due to underlying health
conditions or family members at risk.
● Programming decisions will not be based on a student’s disability category but the student’s developmental level and skills
should be considered when required to follow district protocols.
● Special education programs may be allowed some flexibility with guidelines as long as the programs follow standards and
public health strategies (hygiene, social distancing, and cleaning/sanitizing.)
● Communication will occur with families of students with a high level of need to develop transition plans to assist them in their
return to the school building. The use of social stories, visual cues, and other developmentally appropriate strategies can be
used to reinforce these new concepts and protocols.
●
●

For students who need physical assistance with feeding, toileting or activities of daily living, protocols will be established and staff training
will occur around safety and PPE.
For students who exhibit significant behaviors that require de-escalation strategies and emergency safety procedures, protocols will be
established and staff training will occur around safety and PPE.
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ACADEMIC PLANNING: English Learners (page 34)
To mitigate challenges faced by students Griswold Public Schools will make every effort to provide support to English Language Learners to allow
them to access academic content as well as providing them with their supplemental language instruction program. English Language Learners will
have access to the general education curriculum as well as to a supplemental language curriculum as usual.
Griswold Public Schools will ensure that ELs have appropriate access to the general education curriculum with appropriate support. Instructional
delivery may include a range of approaches that encompass but are not limited to bilingual instruction, web-based instruction, and one-on-one adult
support. This includes formal and informal opportunities for faculty and staff to collaborate on EL instructional delivery. Each building in our district
has a Student Study Team that meets frequently, that reviews individual student needs, and that will cast a net on in-school and wrap-around
community support for English Language Learners. It is important to add that our SSTs in each building observe detailed procedures for working with
EL students and their family in the school setting and in the greater Griswold Community. We have strong partnerships with the Town of Griswold,
Social Services and UCFS-Griswold. To that end, we remain committed to families in our communication approaches; should the need arise for
language to language translations, we have accommodated families.

ACADEMIC PLANNING: Physical Education, Athletics, Arts, and Extracurricular Activities
(page 35)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education will utilize alternative plans, approaches, and spaces to accommodate social distancing, face coverings when
appropriate, personal hydration sources, and when appropriate focus on the cognitive and affective concepts.
● Physical education will follow all CDC, state and local guidelines related to social distancing and disinfecting and cleaning
equipment for Physical Education, including recess. Social and physical distancing is deliberately increasing the physical space
between people to avoid spreading illness. Staying at least six feet away from other people lessens your chances of catching
COVID-19. Wear a cloth face coverings where physical distancing can’t be practiced.
● Social Distancing: Social Distancing, Quarantine, and Isolation
● Face Coverings:
Coronavirus Face Masks: Types & When to Use
● Physical Education instruction and activities will utilize a combination of spaces and alternative activities that facilitate social
distancing and appropriate use of shared equipment.
● Primarily teacher led activities performed individually by students.
● Equipment will be disinfected and cleaned between each use.
● Focus on cognitive and affective content when space restrictions are presented.
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● Focus on alternative instructional methods that reinforce fitness/training concepts, skill development and individual fitness goals.
● All students shall provide a hydration source. Water fountains and common sources will not be available.
ART, MUSIC, AND CHORUS
Arts and Music Education will utilize alternative spaces to accommodate social distancing, face coverings when appropriate, appropriate
cleaning of shared equipment, and when appropriate focus on the cognitive and affective.
● Plan instruction and activities that will utilize a combination of spaces and alternative activities that facilitate social distancing and
appropriate use of shared equipment.
● Reduce large ensembles into smaller groups throughout the day.
● Full access to beginning instrumental music will be maintained.
● Provide individual supply kits for increased cleaning and sanitizing of instruments.
● Provide appropriate technology for storage of image files and photos for technology based activities.
● Utilize on-line apps and platforms to facilitate learning K-12.
● CT Arts Administrators Association: Resources
● National Association for Music Education’s COVID-19 Cleaning Guidelines: COVID-19 Instrument Cleaning Guidelines
CHORUS
● Further guidance related to chorus will be shared as it is released.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The scheduling of afterschool and weekend extracurricular activities, with school reopening, are dependent on a number of factors that
will be evaluated by the school administration and Griswold Board of Education.
● CIAC Resocialization Plan: The Connecticut Interscholastic Conference Resocialization of Interscholastic Athletics and Activities
Programs Guidelines
● CIAC Updates
● The CIAC resocialization plan will be implemented starting July 6, 2020. Coaches and athletes that wish to participate in voluntary
conditioning activities will need to prepare a plan in writing that follows guidance from the phase 2 athletic department guidance.
● PHASE 2 CIAC Re-socialization Plan Griswold Athletics: Re-socialization Plan
● PHASE 3 CIAC Resocialization Plan Griswold Athletics: TBA
● PHASE 4 CIAC Resocialization Plan Griswold Athletics: TBA
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FAMILY AND STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: Family Support and Communication (page 38)

Griswold Public Schools value our strong relationship with our students, families and our communities. In addition to maintaining active
PTO’s at each building, we also have an active District Partnership Advisory Council, with strong family representation. Other options for
family engagement include our School Readiness Council and a School Family Community Partnership. Above all else, our district
continually invests in a strong partnership with the Town of Griswold, the Youth Center, and Griswold Social Services. Community
partners include UCFS, TVCCA, and the Greater Norwich Area Chamber of Commerce. Our district prides itself on our multiple
communication approaches to enlist and to support family involvement; we have expanded our communication approach, to further enlist
family involvement, during the school closure period and during our school reopening period. We use our website as our main
communication hub, and our Facebook Page.
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FAMILY AND STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) and Mental
Health (page 39)
“While much uncertainty surrounds how and when school will reopen, we know that social and emotional learning (SEL) will be critical to
re-engaging students, supporting adults, rebuilding relationships, and creating a foundation for academic learning. This unprecedented
shift to a new type of learning experience may have a lasting and profound impact on young people’s academic, social, emotional, and
life outcomes. School leaders will need to bring together administrators, teachers, school staff, families, youth, and community partners to
co-create supportive learning environments where all students and adults can enhance their social and emotional competencies, feel a
sense of belonging, heal, and thrive.”
From “Leveraging the Power of Social and Emotional Learning” (casel.org)
In order to ensure that Griswold Public Schools reengages all staff, students and families we will:
● Communicate with all stakeholders during the summer months through newsletters, connect-ed calls and website communications.
● Maintain connections with students determined to be at risk.
● Plan for experiences that ensure that the schools place adult and student wellness first to establish a positive, safe, and supportive
learning environment. Strategies will be identified to engage populations and specific students that have been disengaged.
● Plan for SEL that is integrated into academic content through building essential self-management skills, resilience, and
connections.
● Review school based culture/climate initiatives with students and families at the beginning of the school year.
● Utilize school social workers to prepare staff to recognize issues related to abuse and neglect in the context of the pandemic and
comply with all mandated reporting requirements.
● Communicate the importance of SEL as a foundational and necessary aspect of a highly functioning school community.
● Assess the social and emotional support needed by the students during the initial reopening period as a result of the Distance
Learning period. Encourage that all parties reflect on the students’ ability to navigate the unprecedented challenges of the
alternative learning contexts during Distance Learning.
● Provide professional development as available prior to the start of school. Share resources on SEL, including the Collaborative for
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) publication, “Leveraging the Power of SEL.
● Develop a plan in each school to provide non-academic-focused check-ins with students.
● Create exercises/lessons on alternative ways to communicate feelings given that wearing masks may alter the understandings of
how individuals are feeling.
● Create exercises/lessons on positively communicating the need for physical distancing in the classroom as children naturally hug,
touch, etc. when playing.
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● Help staff with strategies to handle students’ and/or families’ varied understandings of physical distancing measures by school
personnel.
● Coordinate with all staff the best ways to assist students who need additional support to physically distance or who may not be
able to wear a mask due to a manifestation of their disability.
● Coordinate with all staff the best ways to support movement to ensure children are expending adequate energy. As student
movement from classroom to classroom or recess activities are restricted, there may not be as many opportunities for physical
activity during the school day.
● Assist staff in building transition activities that allow for movement.
● Weave in opportunities for students to practice and reflect upon social and emotional competencies throughout the day.
● Assist staff in engaging students in developmentally appropriate conversations and lessons to discuss past, current, and future
impacts of the pandemic on themselves, their families, their communities, and the broader world. Include discussions that will
elevate racial consciousness as students were not present together in school during recent events in the U.S.

FAMILY AND STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: After-School Programming (page 40)
CAMPUS/FACILITY USE
The Griswold Public School campus buildings will not be available for community use until guidance directs the campus to be open without
restrictions. Buildings would include GHS, GMS, GES. Athletic field requests will be reviewed individually by the Athletic Director and
Superintendent.

FAMILY AND STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: Adult Education (page 41)
Griswold Public Schools adult education program will follow the operational procedures of GPS. The academic programming and other offerings are
provided by the service delivery model under Vernon Public Schools’ adult education plan.
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION (page 42)
Griswold aligns with Connecticut’s vision that schools provide each student access to rigorous pathways and programs of study that
result in students graduating with the essential knowledge, skills and employability expertise to successfully meet the demands of
Connecticut’s expanding economy. Connecticut Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs are part of the comprehensive
educational system and due to the nature of CTE programs and the hands-on approach that is necessary, additional elements are
considered.
● Many CTE courses assign tasks to students who assist in cleanup at the end of class. Students will be trained in all safety
processes and procedures:
○ Properly-labeled spray bottle or disinfectant wipe near equipment along with a small trash receptacle.
○ Staff/students will log use and cleaning times of equipment and tools.
○ Hands will be washed before and after use of equipment and tools.
○ At Griswold High School, we anticipate running our Child Study “Preschool” Lab in the spring. We will comply with all
relevant public health guidance outlining the enhanced cleaning, sanitizing, social distancing, face covering use, and
hygiene requirements for this program.
○ At Griswold High School, we will keep the Culinary Food Lab open to ensure flexibility in lab assignments. This will allow for
staggered scheduling, repurposing of space, use of gloves, increased hand washing protocols, and prioritizing food options.
○ Provide students with options for demonstrating their understanding.
○ Incorporate tools and materials that students can access at home, which may include portable lab kits.
○ Griswold acknowledges the challenges and constraints of home-based, remote learning. Our goal is to remain flexible and
open to improvisation, provide clear instructional goals and keep CTE lessons relevant.
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STAFFING AND PERSONNEL: Certification and Personnel Planning (page 44)
Griswold Public Schools is currently conducting an audit of certified and non-certified staff to ensure that sufficient staffing is available for
the beginning of the 2020-2021 school opening. We are particularly focused on critical areas that include the possibility of adding more
custodial staff, school monitors to increase supervision, and long-term, building substitutes. The employment of appropriately certified,
authorized and/or permitted educators remains crucial to the success of all students of Griswold. Griswold Public Schools will comply
with legal and regulatory requirements related to personnel, including but not limited to the EEOC guidance related to the ADA and the
COVID-19 pandemic.
● A survey of teachers was conducted to gather data on their experience from the Spring of 2020 during the period of closure, and
requested implementable ideas to support the district’s approach to the fall 2020 reopening.
● Currently assessing the need of increased certified staff, additional support staff, or new positions related to care and cleaning of
facilities.
● On-going engagement with staff labor representatives will occur and consideration of whether Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs)
are appropriate or necessary to define the role for different staff units in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.
EDUCATOR EVALUATION AND SUPPORT PLANS
The CSDE, in consultation with stakeholders, will be issuing future guidance related to Educator Evaluation and Support Plans for the
2020–2021 school year.
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STAFFING AND PERSONNEL: Professional Development (page 45)

The Griswold Board of Education and Administration Leadership Team value all employees, in all positions, in all of our buildings. We
firmly believe in fostering a learning organization that is safe, supportive, and responsive to individual needs. We partner with our labor
unions, community organizations, and the Town of Griswold to create a comfortable work environment where, like our students, adult
individuals can learn and grow. We are committed to employee health and well-being during this unprecedented public health crisis in our
country and world.
Griswold Public Schools has prioritized mandatory training for staff, before the beginning of the school year, that covers signs and
symptoms of COVID-19, Standard Public Health protocols, Hygiene Practices, PPE, Reporting Illnesses, and supporting SEL. The district
Professional Development & Evaluation Committee (PDEC) will meet periodically to plan professional learning, resources, and support
for paraeducators, teachers, and administrators. Ongoing training will be planned as changes occur in recommendations and public
health data. We will reconsider our school calendar, at the beginning of the school year, to determine how we can maximize the
additional days provided by the State of Connecticut, Board of Education, decision to move from 180 required school days for students, to
177 school days.
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